Charlie’s Picks, PRIMARY RUNOFF 2022
My picks are always my opinions based upon my research or information from trusted friends
regarding races I didn’t have time to personally research. You may have information about a
particulate candidate that I am unaware and thus have a different opinion. In those cases you
may be correct and I might be wrong which is understandable.
One more thing before I get started. In my opinion one of the most powerful as well as corrupt
political figures in Oklahoma is a consultant by the name of Fount Holland. In recent weeks
more and more evidence of how he operates is coming to light to put the pieces of the puzzle
together that many of the activist conservatives have suspicioned. I believe he is capable of
using his considerable political skills to get his clients elected whether he uses truth or complete
fabrication in his efforts. It looks to me like his philosophy is best described as “the end justifies
the means to that end”. While I am not ready to state any candidate using him should be
opposed, I am very wary of any candidate that has hired him to be their political consultant. I
believe he is at the center of the corrupt “deep state” within the Republican Party in Oklahoma.
The more people wake up to how these Republican insiders operate, the closer we will come to
cleaning out that nasty rats nest. Please feel free to share this with anyone.
FOR STATE TREASURER
TODD RUSS In full disclosure I have known Todd for a long time. Not only did I use to send
him educational information from time to time, Todd was the minority partner that purchased
Washitaw State Bank from my step mother, Virginia Meadows. Currently, those that would rather
have Clark Jolley be our next State Treasure are running TV ads claiming Todd was the CEO of
a bank that the FDIC declared was not properly run. Truth is, Todd had already left that bank a
year before the next managers in control received the bad grades from the FDIC. They also
suggest a bank was closed that had hired Todd as a consultant. That is correct, they hired Todd
to try to save them but they were too far gone to save. Ask yourself, why have so many banking
leaders endorsed Todd? Because they trust him to watch over the taxpayer’s dollars!
FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
RYAN WALTERS This is the most important non federal statewide runoff race in the state. The
teacher unions are spending around 3 million promoting a false narrative to keep Ryan from
beating their lousy candidate. Ryan wants to empower parents to direct the education choices
for their own children as well as hold teachers and administrators accountable to improve the
academic performance in our government schools. These are the 2 big issues the union bosses
are opposed to. Being a history teacher who knows the difference between accurate versus
revisionist history and his experience as Secretary of Education makes him well qualified. His
opponent, is the superintendent of the Shawnee schools which students have very low test
scores. She also allowed the cover up of a sex scandle by a coach to go on for a long time.

FOR COMMISSIONER OF LABOR
SEAN ROBERTS All of a sudden we are seeing TV ads accusing Sean of having been abusive
toward his former wife of many years ago. Actually his former wife has recently stated that Sean
is a good fellow. The false narrative has been very hurtful to Sean and his current wife. Sean is
blaming and has filed a defamation suit against one of his fellow Republican House members,
Carol Bush. Representative Bush was one of the liberal RINOs swept into office in 2018. Her
lifetime score on the Oklahoma Constitution Newspaper’s Conservative Index is a 34. She is
apparently doing the dirty work for the low life incumbent Labor Commissioner Leslie Osborn.
Fount Holland is the consultant for both Osborn and Bush.
FOR CORPORATION COMMISSIONER
TODD THOMSEN As I said during the June Primaries I don’t care for either of these candidates
as neither of them were very conservative during their time as legislators. I am endorsing
Thomsen because less than 1% of his campaign contributions have come from special interest
PACs, while his opponent Kim David has received 28% of her contributions from such PACs.
FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
MARKWAYNE MULLIN I am not all that enthused about Representative Mullin a Fount Holland
client. I would rather vote for T.W. Shannon, the finest and most conservative Speaker of the
House we have ever had. However, there is one very important reason I can’t support T.W. and
that is because of his close ties to the Tribes and their agenda. I am going to be very blunt, after
examining the agenda of the Tribes over the past 25 years, I have concluded the Tribes have
declared war upon the State of Oklahoma for the control of the state. The McGirt decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court really ramped up their advantage to gain control. Not only does T.W.
Support that decision, he was even a complaintaint in that case. Congress can fix the problems
with the Tribes, but if T.W. is elected he will NEVER work to fix those problems as his first loyalty
will be to the tribes while his second loyalty will be toward the State of Oklahoma.
FOR U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 2
JOSH BRECHEEN This race will only appear on your ballot if you live in the 2nd Congressional
District. Josh is a former aid to Tom Coburn and during the 8 years he was in the State Senate
he ranked in the top 3 most conservative. If elected he will be an improvement over
Representative Mullin, now running for the U.S. Senate. His opponent, Avery Frix is a liberal
RINO with a lifetime score on the Oklahoma Constitution’s Conservative Index of a 58. Frix
authored all legislation to harm state retirement funds and reverse the great work done by
former Rep Randy McDaniels. Frix has Fount Holland as a consultant.

STATE SENATE RACES - Most people will not have State Senate candidates on their
ballot as only 4 districts are in a runoff. Check your voter ID card for your Senate dist.
STATE SENATE DIST. 2 JARRIN JACKSON This Claremore area runoff race is the most
important legislative race in the state. Jackson’s opponent may be an ok person even though
she has Fount Holland as a consultant. However, she is nowhere near the type of person we
need in the legislature compared to Jackson. Jarrin is a fantastic communicator, a constitutional
expert and one who will oppose evil and work for good with great strength at every turn.
Jackson represents what we need as a future Republican leader in the Senate. Some of my
friends have picked the wrong candidate of which I believe they are incorrect. If elected, Jarrin
Jackson will be a difference maker not an Oklahoma deep state swamp rat.
STATE SENATE DIST. 4 KEITH BARENBERG This Colcord, Jay, Westville area runoff does
not feature my pick in the primaries. I was supposed to meet with Mr. Woods a few weeks back
but he canceled and I just didn’t have time after that. The best things I can say about Mr.
Barenberg is he started off with Fount Holland as his consultant but then fired him. He is also
supported by others that their advice is important to me. On the other hand Mr. Woods started
off with a consultant that has now joined Fount Holland and Mr. Woods now has Lance Cargile
as a consultant. Mr. Woods is young and seems to have financial problems by not paying
people and having liens filed by those he owes money. In a live stream debate he exposed an
opponent for having had some mental disorders, something the candidate overcame and is
currently helping a pastor minister to others facing such problems. It may have helped him get
into the runoff but he may be facing a HIPAA lawsuit in the future.
STATE SENATE DIST. 26 BRADY BUTLER This Kingfisher, Watonga, Clinton, Weatherford,
Hinton, Anadarko area features the incumbent Darcy Jech who only managed to get 42% of the
vote in the primary races. While this Fount Holland candidate has acted like a lap dog for
Senate leadership and the State Chamber he has been very unresponsive to conservative
groups. In years past he was never responsive to OCPAC nor is he now to some of the other
conservative groups, especially OK2A which is why he is in serious political trouble. When an
incumbent does not win in a primary he us in trouble, at only 42% he is not likely to win.
STATE SENATE DIST. 28 JEFF McCOMMAS Seminole and Lincoln counties along with small
parts of Pottawattamie and Oklahoma counties (the Arcadia & Luther area) and the
Southeastern third of Logan county features the 2nd most important legislative race in the state.
This is the district in which I live and have been working very hard to help McCommas win this
election. This is a clear cut race between Jeff McCommas, a hard working man of high integrity
who believes God has been stirring his heart to do this for some time and his opponent, Grant
Green. Fount Holland and others of his ilk tried to recruit Green and were turned down. After
unsuccessfully trying to recruit someone else they came back to Green with some promises.

If he would agree to run he would not have to do constituent services, just show up to vote and
if need be they would let him know how to vote. In addition he would not have to worry about
campaign finances. Jeff McCommas wants to work to clean up the corruption and represent his
constituents for the good of Oklahoma. Jeff’s values are very conservative even though they
aren’t as well developed as say a Jarrin Jackson’s. If both Jeff and Jarrin are elected they will
become a powerful duo for reform and honesty.
STATE HOUSE RACES - Most people will not see a candidate on their ballot as there are
only 7 of these districts in the runoff elections.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 13 CARLISA ROGERS This area includes Muskogee, Okay, Taft,
Haskell, Checota, Oktaha and Summit. I don’t know either candidate I am simply going with
Carlisa based upon others recommendation that I respect.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 21 CODY MAYNARD This area includes Durant, Calera, Colbert,
Cartwright, Silo, Armstrong and Achille. I am told by my most reliable source that Mr. Maynard is
a serious Christian and a CPA in the same vein as Gerrid Kendrix of Altus. We need honest
men like these to chair your A&B Committees as well as serve as Budget directors.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 31 KARMIN GRIDER This area includes Guthrie, most of South Logan
County from Lincoln County line to Highway 74 and parts of Oklahoma County in the Deer
Creek area. While Collin Duel has hired Fount Holland, I know Collin and believe he has the
potential to be a good legislator. However, I know Karmin very well and believe her to be very
qualified to become one of the best lawmakers in the State House. Because of her refusal to
take any campaign funds from PACs and her staunch opposition to government requiring people
to take vaccines, the Oklahoma State Medical Association funded hit pieces to the tune of
$45,000 against Karmin just before the primary. I just received all 2 more pieces, now just 6
days before the primary runoff elections and can assure you they are 95% fabricated lies.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 34 ANDREW MUCHMORE This district is basically the town of
Stillwater. Neither of the 2 candidates were my first pick but I am going with Mr. Muchmore as
his opponent is a 23 year old homosexual. He is not just a homosexual but he promotes the
homosexual agenda and therefore I could never support him as a Republican candidate.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 36 ANITA RAGLIN Jones, Luther, Harrah and a little of Cleveland
County. This is a pick from one of my other sources as I have not had the opportunity to
interview either of the candidates. Anita’s opponent is John George, the former head of the OKC
police union. I was a little shocked when one of my police friends told me he did not trust Mr.
George.

STATE HOUSE DIST. 66 CLAY STAIRES This area includes Skiatook, Sand Springs and
Sperry. I was asked to moderate a candidate forum with the 4 candidates before the June
primary elections. I can say with surety that Mr. Renfrow, the Fount Holland handled candidate,
was not only deceitful but ill prepared and the weakest of the 4 candidates. However, Mr.
Renfrow came in first as he had worked hard knocking doors and now is the beneficiary of 22
pieces of campaign propaganda (that means big money, both in direct contributions as well as
dark money). Mr. Hill and Clay Staires were both very solid but Clay Staires made the runoff.
STATE HOUSE DIST. 87 SCOTT ESK Northwest OKC This is a district I would probably
prefer not to deal with as I have known Scott for a long time and know him to be a difficult
person to reason with and sometimes very hard headed. However, he is a Christian and as such
is opposed to the homosexual agenda. When his opponent was asked by a news outlet if she
agreed with Scott’s now moderated positions regarding homosexuals she said she did not. It is
for that reason I am endorsing Scott.

For those reading this may, or may not know I disassociated myself from OCPAC about 2
months ago. I am considering writing emails again on a less frequent basis than the once a
week like OCPAC. I may also start a pod cast with both the email and the pod cast called;
OKLAHOMA’S RED MEAT COMMENTARY by Charlie Meadows. I may also start up another
PAC and perhaps hold meetings once a month.
If any of this interests you, please send me your email address. My email address is
charliemeadows7@gmail.com
Thanks for your time and attention, Charlie Meadows

